
Handicap Advisor’s report AGM November 2022 
 

We are now two years into WHS, Ladies with plenty of scores in their handicap record should 
now have a Handicap Index that reflects their playing ability. 
 
There have been a few little tweaks with the administration of the WHS system, for example 
the PCC calculation has been adjusted we are told.  But no major changes. 
 
Some Clubs I hear from quite a bit, some I never hear from, I would love to think those clubs 
know what they are doing but I get some worrying feedback now and again. 
 
Most commonly I hear of General Play Scores being done in team competitions, including in 
Ladies Open Bowmakers. 
The incorrect Handicap Allowances being used, again in Ladies Open Bowmakers. The Handicap 
Allowances are Mandatory. 100% is not FUN it is wrong. 
Competitions being made into a Non-Qualifier because a hole or two are out of play. WHY? We 
have the ability to take holes out of the competition and make it a 17, 16 or less holes qualifier. 
For handicap as long as there are 10 holes, the correct length, completed it can count. (9 holes 
must be completed in a 9 hole competition) 
 
Winning scores in team competitions in some clubs have been getting higher, 50 points in a 
4BBB is not unheard of. It will be interesting to see if this settles down. 
However by using minimum scores in a Handicap Record, maximum Handicaps and/or divisions 
this can be accommodated. 
 
The Club Handicap reviews are now due, must be done by a committee with a minimum of 3 
members. Any problems do get in touch with me. 
 
I have just been to a national WHS presentation, no major changes, but information about 
player and club responsibilities and changes to the Platform reports, and some facts and 
figures.  We (SLCGA & SGU together) will be delivering this to clubs early in the new year after 
your AGMs, so we get to see your new Handicap & Competition secretaries. 
 
Also watch out for an update to the Rules of Golf coming out in January.  Again nothing major 
but a few little tweaks. 
 
Look forward to seeing all the clubs at the Handicap and Competition meeting in the new year. 

 
 
 


